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Feature Article
EFFECT OF CRIMINAL CONVICTIONS ON IMMIGRATION: AN OVERVIEW
This article provides an overview of recent developments in several countries with respect to the
effect of criminal convictions on immigration.
Canada
In addition to meeting the specific eligibility requirements for either temporary or permanent
immigration programs, a foreign national who wishes to visit, study, work, or permanently
settle in Canada must ensure admissibility to Canada before arrival. The grounds on which
a foreign national may be found inadmissible to Canada are set out in sections 34 to 45 of
the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act (IRPA). Among these, subsections 36(1) and
36(2) of IRPA establish serious criminality and "simple" criminality as grounds of
inadmissibility.
Under subsection 36(1) of IRPA, serious criminality is defined as "having been convicted in
Canada of an offence under an Act of Parliament punishable by a maximum term of
imprisonment of at least 10 years, or of an offence under an Act of Parliament for which a
term of imprisonment of more than six months has been imposed" or "having been convicted
of an offence outside Canada that, if committed in Canada, would constitute an offence
under an Act of Parliament punishable by a maximum term of imprisonment of at least 10
years". Subsection 36(2) pertains to "simple" criminality, which is defined as "having been
convicted in Canada of an offence under an Act of Parliament punishable by way of
indictment, or of two offences under any Act of Parliament not arising out of a single
occurrence" or "having been convicted outside Canada of an offence that, if committed in
Canada, would constitute an indictable offence under an Act of Parliament, or of two
offences not arising out of a single occurrence that, if committed in Canada, would constitute
offences under an Act of Parliament".
It is important to note that individuals who are already permanent residents of Canada may
be found inadmissible for serious criminality and can be subject to removal proceedings. On
the other hand, foreign nationals can be found inadmissible for both "simple" criminality and
serious criminality.
To determine whether a foreign national convicted of an offence abroad is inadmissible to
Canada, it is necessary to perform a thorough criminal equivalency analysis. If the essential
elements of the foreign law creating the offense pursuant to which a foreign national was
convicted are comparable to the essential elements of the equivalent Canadian offense, a
foreign national may be found inadmissible on criminality or serious criminality grounds. It is
noteworthy to mention that in Canada, a conviction for "Driving Under the Influence of
Alcohol" (DUI) is generally considered to be a criminal offense (rather than a summary
conviction) that renders a foreign national inadmissible to Canada. Following a proper
equivalency assessment, if the foreign DUI conviction is indeed considered similar enough
to the Canadian offense of "Operating While Impaired," a foreign national will be found
inadmissible to Canada on criminality grounds.
Should a foreign national or permanent resident of Canada be found inadmissible, IRPA
provides three different scenarios under which a foreign national can either permanently or
temporarily overcome inadmissibility and gain entry into Canada to visit, work, study, or
permanently settle: (1) If 10 years have elapsed since the completion of the imposed
sentence, a foreign national can be deemed rehabilitated without the need to submit a
formal application. A person who is deemed rehabilitated permanently overcomes his or her

inadmissibility and may be granted entry into Canada with evidence to support that he or
she has completed all the terms of the sentence. (2) If only 5 years have elapsed since the
completion of the sentence, a foreign national may apply for permanent criminal
rehabilitation by demonstrating that he or she is leading a stable lifestyle and is unlikely to
commit another criminal offense. (3) Alternatively, if less than five years have elapsed, an
application for a Temporary Resident Permit (TRP) can be made.
Italy
Foreigners seeking to enter Italy may be subject to checks by border, customs, currency,
and health authorities.
If all of the requirements are not met, entry may be refused at the border, even if the
individual has a valid visa. Under Article 10-bis of Italian Immigration Law, any foreigner who
enters or stays in Italy illegally will be fined from € 5,000 to € 10,000.
Upon entering Italy, a foreign national must:
•
•
•
•
•

Enter through an official border crossing point;
Hold a valid passport or equivalent travel document authorizing entry;
Hold an entry/transit visa, if required;
Have enough money to cover the stay and the return trip (showing a return ticket is
sufficient proof)
Have documents to justify the purpose and conditions of the stay

According to the Schengen Visa Code, entrance into Italy is not permitted to those who are
considered a threat to public order, to the safety of the state, or to one of the other Schengen
Member States.
To enter Italy, foreign nationals must not:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Be listed in the Schengen Information System as an inadmissible person
Be subject to expulsion measures
Be considered a threat to public order, national security, and international relations,
as well as a threat to public order or national security of other Schengen countries
Have been convicted, whether or not the sentence is definitive, for crimes providing
for arrest in flagrancy (such as homicide, robbery, riot, harm against public officers
under the Italian Criminal Code) or for crimes relating to:
− Trafficking in dangerous substances, including narcotics
− Sex offenses and abuses
− Aiding and abetting of illegal immigrants in Italy and of illegal emigrants from
Italy to other states
− Prostitution exploitation
− Employment of minors in illicit activities
Be convicted, by final judgment, of a copyright-related offense (Law on Copyright
and the Italian Criminal Code)
Be subject to a previous expulsion order; re-entry before the order allows is
permitted only if special permission by the Ministry of Interior is obtained or if the
entry ban is lifted beforehand by authorities

Police checks on individuals entering Italy or applying for a visa are made through the
Schengen Security System (SIS) database and other available international databases
(such as Interpol or Europol). No specific information or representation about past criminal

charges is asked of individuals applying for a visa or to non-visa nationals (U.S. citizens)
entering the country as business or tourist visitors.
Accordingly, if an individual is not "blacklisted" in the SIS or the other available security
databases, he or she should not have any problems in entering Italy and the Schengen
area.
Netherlands
When it comes to the relevance of criminal convictions for immigration issues, we should
make a clear distinction between short stay on the one hand (less than 90 days), with a
Schengen visa or on a free term, and long stay on the other hand. Long stay means more
than 90 days and requires a residence permit. Short stay is regulated supranationally under
the Schengen Treaty. This treaty is aimed at removing internal border controls between the
Member States, and establishing a communal outside border. This means that a Schengen
visa is valid for the entire Schengen area, and the rules for denying entry due to drug-related
convictions are the same in every Member State. The policy has been laid down in the
Schengen visa code.
A long-term stay, with a residence permit, is also mostly regulated by a supranational
organization, the European Union (EU). The EU has issued many directives (which are
binding on Member States) regulating the issuing of permits for family reunification,
students, knowledge workers, seasonal workers, intra-EU migration, and many more
categories. For all these permits, the EU decides whether they can be denied in case of a
conviction. For a select few types of residence permit not currently governed by an EU
directive, the Dutch government still has its own policy regarding drug-related convictions.
So there are three systems governing admissibility and removal from the Netherlands:
Schengen, the EU, and the Dutch national system. Under each system, the authorities must
establish whether the application or permit holder constitutes a threat to public order. The
exact definition varies with each system and by category (admissibility or removal).
For refusing entry under the Schengen regime, a "threat to public order" can exist in the
event of a single conviction for any kind of felony. When removing a residence permit holder
from the EU, however, the test is much stricter. The threat has to be real and urgent. This
means, for example, that it's relevant what the conviction is for, and even more important,
what the sentence is.
Besides being real, the threat also must be urgent. The authorities also take into
consideration when the felony was committed and how the person's behavior has been
since then. If the fear of reoffending is low, it will be hard to actually remove someone from
the EU.
Even when a threat is real and urgent, the authorities cannot simply remove a residence
permit holder. In each individual case, the authorities must argue that their interest in
removing the person outweighs the interest the person has to remain in the country. So,
even in case of a real and urgent threat, it might not be possible to remove a residence
permit holder if the person involved, for example, has been in the country for a long time or
has minor children or a spouse living with him or her. The person involved can challenge the
balancing of interests by the court.
A main distinction should be made between removing a current residence permit holder and
refusing an application for a residence permit. The interest of the state much more easily
outweighs the interest of the person involved with respect to an initial admission.

In conclusion, the Schengen area, the EU, and the Netherlands have a fairly balanced
system to deal with persons convicted of crimes. There is no system in place requiring that a
certain conviction automatically leads to refusal of entry or removal. There always is an
individual balancing of interests.
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Country Updates
EUROPEAN UNION
The European Court of Justice (ECJ) recently dismissed a challenge by Slovakia and Hungary
to a mandatory allocation of 120,000 asylum seekers from Greece and Italy to other European
Union (EU) Member States.
ECJ judges said the European Council had acted lawfully. The court said that EU institutions
were on firm legal ground when they adopted measures to respond to "an emergency situation
characterized by a sudden inflow of displaced persons." The ECJ also concluded that the
legality of the decision was not affected by retrospective conclusions about the policy's
effectiveness.
Budapest condemned the court ruling as "appalling and irresponsible." The foreign minister,
Péter Szijjártó, said, "This decision jeopardizes the security and future of all of Europe. Politics
has raped European law and values." Hungary and Poland have not relocated anyone yet, and
the Czech Republic has not made any such offers for more than a year. All three countries risk
being taken to court by the commission.
Karl Waheed offered the following answers in response to questions about the ECJ's decision,
in his capacity as Vice Chair of the International Bar Association's (IBA) Immigration and
Nationality Law Committee:
1. What is the view of the Immigration and Nationality Law Committee on the ECJ decision?
The IBA promotes the rule of law, and this decision upholds the rule of law and backs the
European Council's authority to apply it uniformly, despite resistance from some Member
States. This is good news for the governance of the EU.
2. Why did Slovakia and Hungary object in the first place?
Slovakia considers itself to be ethnically homogeneous. It has presently taken in 16 refugees
out of the 902 it has pledged to take. However, Slovakia has avoided provoking any
"infringement procedures," which is the financial penalty imposed by the ECJ for refusing to
follow their ruling, and it has avoided this by promising to take in more refugees.
Hungary sees itself as defending European and Christian civilization. Prime Minister Orban has
pledged to fight the quota. Orban is facing a re-election this fall, which may be encouraging him
to double down on his refusal. To date, Hungary has not taken a single person, and in June the
ECJ initiated Infringement procedures against it, Poland, and the Czech Republic.
3. Will this ruling make any difference? Will these two countries now accept refugees?
Yes, this ruling makes the European Council stronger. It reinforces their decision-making
authority, even in the face of a lack of unanimity. It shows that the Council can enforce solidarity

upon the reluctant EU members to provide relief for the more exposed countries like Italy and
Greece.
If the rule of law still has any currency in Europe at all, then Slovakia and Hungary are bound to
follow the ruling of the ECJ. If they do not follow the ruling, we have a deeper political crisis of
the EU on our hands.
If Slovakia and Hungary refuse to follow the ruling, the ECJ can implement infringement
procedures that financially penalize the countries for not abiding with their ruling, which the ECJ
already started initiating in June 2017.
4. Why was there so much refugee migration in 2015 in particular? Are there still refugees trying
to get into Greece/Italy?
Numerous factors contributed. A consequence of the escalation of the civil war in Syria was that
more than one out of every two Syrians became a displaced person, either internally within
Syria or outside it. Furthermore, German Chancellor Angela Merkel's offer in September 2015 to
accept 1 million refugees had the inverse effect of encouraging more people to emigrate.
Concerning the Mediterranean crossings, the civil war in Libya destabilized that country so that
there was no authority to prevent the traffickers from shipping out of Libya.
At present, there are still tens of thousands of people on boats arriving in Italy and Greece on a
monthly basis. According to the International Organization for Migration, in the first five months
of 2017, there were 60,000 arrivals in Italy compared to 47,000 in the first five months of 2016.
So, the problem is far from being episodic, or from having resolved itself.
Italy and EU seem to do whatever they can, both legally and illegally, to keep boats from
arriving in Italy. Take, for example, the EU-Turkey agreement from 2015. The EU is "refouling,"
or relocating, thousands of asylum-seekers to Turkey, and yet Turkey is not considered a safe
country because it has signed the outdated 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees
but not the modern 1968 Protocol.
5. Where does this ruling leave the relocation "policy" of the EU?
This ruling reinforces the legitimacy of relocating within the EU. The ECJ described the
relocation as fair and proportionate, so as to be in solidarity with Greece and Italy receiving so
many arrivals. It reinforces the Dublin regulation, which took a hit to its legitimacy during 2015
when both Greece and Germany decided not to abide by it.
6. Is this problem unique to the EU or are there other places where relocation is used?
It is not unique to the EU. Australia, for example, has similar agreements with Christmas Island
and Papua New Guinea, where the latter two countries are paid to "warehouse" the asylum
seekers. The problem with this is that these are not humane conditions. The asylum seekers are
stuck on tiny islands for years while they wait for Australia to refuse them asylum. And what
happens to them when they are refused asylum? Thus, relocation exists in other places, but it is
not a model solution. At least within the EU, it can be done ethically among advanced countries,
providing humane conditions during the asylum application process.
7. Do we have any facts relating to the number of refugees affected? How many are there in
Greece/Italy waiting relocation or who have been relocated?
According to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, in 2015 approximately 1
million refugees arrived by sea in Europe. For 2016, it was 362,000 sea arrivals. In 2017, as of

September, there have been 132,000 sea arrivals. Of those 132,000, Italy has received 103,000
and Greece 18,000.
Regarding relocation, 8,500 of the 39,600 targeted relocations from Italy have occurred, which
is just 22 percent for Italian relocations. For Greece, 20,000 out of the 63,000 have been
relocated, which is 31 percent.
ITALY
The Investor Visa for Italy platform has been launched. Also, Italy warns of a scam in which
citizenship is promised quickly. Also, residence permits have been extended to unmarried
partners of Italian citizens, and there is a simplified procedure for start-up incorporation.
Investor Visa for Italy Platform
As of December 14, 2017, the Investor Visa for Italy platform is online and applicants can
submit applications for the new Investor Visa. The investor visa will be valid for two years.
During that time, the applicant can travel to Italy and apply for a residence permit.
The platform is available in English at https://investorvisa.mise.gov.it/index.php/en/. Guidance is
available at https://investorvisa.mise.gov.it/images/documenti/Investor-Visa-for-Italy-PolicyGuidance-ENG.pdf. Detailed information on how to apply is at
https://investorvisa.mise.gov.it/index.php/it/investor-visa-how-it-works.
Citizenship Scam Warning
After investigations carried out by the Italian finance police, five people were arrested for
corruption in the town of Lodigiano. The investigations revealed a system of bribery by public
officials falsely confirming the presence of Brazilian nationals and granting residency,
consequently leading to their obtaining Italian citizenship. The ring of corruption revolved around
an agency in Monza owned by a Brazilian entrepreneur who charged Brazilians between 3,500
and 5,000 euros for this process, while from this amount public officials were paid around 1,250
euros. The scam allowed approximately 500 Brazilians to obtain residency and Italian
citizenship in the year 2016, when in reality they were never actually based in the Lodi area.
According to Italian law, in addition to formal registration with the town hall, residency is based
on two fundamental elements:
1. Physical presence in Italy, which must be regular and continuous, as opposed to
sporadic and occasional. If an individual spends time in both Italy and another country,
the periods of presence outside of Italy are compared with the periods of presence in
Italy to determine which is prevalent.
2. Intention to stay and live in Italy for the foreseeable future, which is subjective. To
determine an individual's intention to live in Italy on a regular basis, numerous aspects
are examined, including but not limited to an individual's conduct, social and personal
habits, working relationships, family relationships, and business and personal activities.
Residence Permits Extended to Unmarried Partners of Italian Citizens
The Council of State has ruled (n. 5040/2017) that a foreign partner cohabiting more uxorio
(marriage in fact) with an Italian citizen can obtain a residence permit for family reasons. This
broad interpretation of Italian immigration law is based on new provisions introduced by Law No.
76/2016 on civil unions, under which cohabitation is defined as "the status of two people who
have a stable relationship based on emotional bonds and on reciprocal moral and material
assistance," and on Decree 30/2007 on the right of European Union persons and their family

members to move and reside freely within the territory of the EU and European Economic Area
member states (Directive 2004/38/EC).
The Council of State’s ruling (in Italian) is at https://www.giustiziaamministrativa.it/cdsintra/wcm/idc/groups/public/documents/document/mday/njay/~edisp/yhe5l5
2mxqgezolyhcwhshalx4.html.
Simplified Procedure for Start-Up Incorporation
The Administrative Court of Lazio (TAR) confirmed that it is possible to establish an Italian startup company without a notary. Notary associations had challenged the digital, fast-track
procedure set forth by the Italian Start-Up Act, but all the appeals have been rejected,
confirming that start-ups can be incorporated digitally. Avoiding notary assistance can save the
entrepreneur up to €2,000 for the incorporation of a company.
The incorporation of a start-up can be easily completed using the online start-up platform. Any
future corporate amendment can also be filed using the platform.
The start-up platform is at http://startup.registroimprese.it/isin/home. A summary of the
legislation in support of innovative start-ups (in English) is at
http://www.mise.gov.it/images/stories/documenti/Executive-Summary-of-Italy-s-Startup-Actnew-format-23_02_2017.pdf. A related annual report on the Start-Up Act (in English) is at
http://www.mise.gov.it/images/stories/documenti/italian_startup_act_annual_report_to_parliame
nt_2016.pdf.
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TURKEY
The situation with respect to the United States-Turkey visa suspension implemented in October
2017 remains extremely volatile and changes frequently. Contact an ABIL Global attorney for
advice in specific situations.
According to sources as of press time:
1. U.S. citizens (with no other nationality) will be issued sticker visas upon entry into Turkey
only if they can show legal residency (residence permits) in another country other than
the United States. (Note: This is in clear contrast with airport policy over the past month,
where U.S. nationals were consistently being issued sticker visas at Turkish airports as
long as their flights originated outside the United States.)*
2. Turkish consulates outside the United States are consistently issuing visas to U.S.
nationals physically present at that consular post. Whether a particular consulate retains
a local residence requirement is case-by-case.
3. Turkish posts in the United States are still offering visa appointments to U.S. nationals
on a limited basis, based on certain criteria such as medical needs, urgent family issues,
international conferences, or sporting events.
4. Current valid Turkish visas (including sticker visas) continue to be acceptable for entry
into Turkey.
* The first point above on sticker visa issuance is the most significant departure from recent
practice over the last few weeks. This position has not been confirmed via official government
agency sources. This has only been confirmed informally by airport authorities at Sabiha
Gökçen International Airport.
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UNITED KINGDOM
The United Kingdom plans to double the number of visas available in the Tier 1 (Exceptional
Talent) category from 1,000 to 2,000 per year and has announced new support for international
talent. Also, the British government has published a technical note on its proposed
administrative procedures for European Union citizens living in the UK, and their family
members, who want to stay on after Brexit.
Tier 1 Exceptional Talent Visa Increase
In recognition of the importance of attracting talented individuals to come to the UK, the
government has announced its intention to double the number of visas available in the Tier 1
(Exceptional Talent) category from 1,000 to 2,000 per year.
This route is for exceptionally talented individuals in the fields of science, humanities,
engineering, the arts, and technology who wish to work in the UK. Such individuals are already
internationally recognized at the highest level as world leaders in their particular fields, or who
have already demonstrated exceptional promise and are likely to become world leaders or
globally recognized in their fields of expertise.
This category requires an endorsement from one of five endorsing organizations:
• Tech City UK
• Arts Council England
• The British Academy
• The Royal Society
• The Royal Academy of Engineering
The current allocation of 1,000 visas is split across these five endorsing bodies, but the
additional 1,000 visas will be allocated to any one of these endorsing bodies depending on
need.
The application is a two-stage process: (1) applying for an endorsement and (2) applying for a
visa. Visas can be granted for up to five years, after which the applicant may apply for indefinite
leave to remain. The advantage of this category is that the applicant does not need sponsorship
by a business to work in the UK.
New Support for International Talent
In its latest autumn budget, the government has acknowledged the importance of encouraging
and attracting talented individuals to come to the UK. The focus is on attracting individuals
working in the international scientific and research community to come to the UK to further their
careers in the field of research and development and innovation. This will be achieved by:
•

Changing the immigration rules to enable world-leading scientists and researchers
endorsed under the Tier 1 (Exceptional Talent) route to apply for settlement after three
years;

•

Making it quicker for highly skilled students to apply to work in the UK after finishing their
degrees; and

•

Reducing red tape in hiring international researchers and members of established
research teams by relaxing the resident labor market test and allowing the UK's research
councils and other select organizations to sponsor researchers.

The accelerated route to settlement after only three years' residence in the UK is intended to act
as a significant draw for this pool of talented individuals, who will have a choice of which country
in which to conduct their business and research activities.
The Chancellor’s reference to making it quicker for highly skilled students to start work is not a
new initiative. Since July 2016, the Home Office has been piloting a new scheme for certain
universities (currently Bath, Cambridge, Oxford, and Imperial College London). Their students
will have their visa issuances facilitated with reduced documentary requirements and may
benefit from a short six-month post-study visa to assist them in transitioning into being
sponsored under Tier 2 in the UK.
The Immigration Minister, Brandon Lewis MP, also confirmed this during a speech in London on
November 16, 2017. The Minister stated, "We are currently running a pilot to test whether highly
compliant institutions can reduce the documentary burden being put on students as well as
increasing the length of time that those students can stay in the UK after graduation."
Administrative Procedures Post-Brexit
The British government has published a technical note on its proposed administrative
procedures for EU citizens living in the UK, and their family members, who want to stay on after
Brexit.
There are no surprises in the document. Much of the content has already been signaled in a
June 2017 policy paper, in the Prime Minister's Florence speech in September 2017, and in the
various joint technical notes comparing the EU and UK positions on citizens' rights that have
been published after each round of negotiations.
Below are the key points from the proposals:
•

The rights of EU citizens living in the UK will be set in the Brexit withdrawal agreement
and incorporated in UK law.

•

EU citizens who want to continue living in the UK will need to apply to obtain a new
status. The application process will also be completely new. It will be simpler than the
current voluntary system for registration certificates and permanent residence
documents issued under EU law. There will be a right of appeal.

•

EU citizens and their family members will have to apply "within a period of time after exit
as specified by the UK authorities," which will last "around two years" after the UK leaves
the EU in March 2019. The new process will be launched before the UK leaves the EU.

•

The authorities will consider exercising discretion to allow a late application if there are
good reasons why it could not be made before the deadline.

•

The application fee will not exceed the cost of a British passport, which is currently
£72.50 for an adult and £46 for a child.

•

For EU citizens who already have a permanent residence document, there will be a
simpler process and a reduced fee.

•

Applicants will need to provide evidence that they were lawfully resident in the UK before
the "specified date". (Note: the specified date has not yet been confirmed. It could be

any date between March 29, 2017, and March 29, 2019. Most observers believe that it is
likely to be March 29, 2019.)
•

Applicants who have not been working will not need to show that they have held
comprehensive medical insurance.

•

There will be criminality checks. Criminal conduct up to the date of the UK's withdrawal
from the EU will be assessed in accordance with EU law, which means that an applicant
will be disqualified if he or she poses a serious threat to the fundamental interests of
society. Criminal conduct after the UK's withdrawal will be assessed against UK national
law. Deportation will be considered if an applicant has received a prison sentence of 12
months or more.

•

EU citizens who meet the conditions for permanent residence under EU law—usually
five years' lawful residence as a worker, self-employed person, student, or self-sufficient
person—will be granted settled status.

•

EU citizens who do not meet the conditions for permanent residence but can show that
they were living in the UK before the "specified date" will be given temporary status.
They will be allowed to stay in the UK until they have built up the five years' residence
needed to apply for settled status.

•

EU citizens who apply for the new status and are refused will be in the UK unlawfully
after the end of the "specified period" unless they secure a different type of immigration
status. They will not be allowed to work and may be asked to leave the UK.

•

During the "implementation period" after the UK leaves the EU (which is presumably the
same as the "specified period"), EU citizens will continue to be able to come and live and
work in the UK. There will be a registration system for them.

The document leaves many unanswered questions. For example, what will happen to EU
citizens who are not working and cannot provide evidence that they are self-sufficient? What
rules will apply to non-EU family members joining EU citizens in the UK after the withdrawal
date? If someone is granted settled status but can show that they met the requirements for
permanent residence more than one year earlier, will their deemed date of acquisition of settled
status be backdated? (This may be important for people who wish to apply for British
citizenship.) For EU citizens arriving during the two-year implementation period, what will their
status be after the end of the implementation period? And what will happen to other European
Economic Area (EEA) nationals (citizens of Norway, Iceland, and Liechtenstein) and Swiss
nationals?
It should be remembered that these are just proposals. The negotiations between the EU and
the UK are continuing. In the meantime EEA nationals who qualify for a document certifying
permanent residence should apply for one now and consider applying for British citizenship.
The technical note is at https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/citizens-rightsadministrative-procedures-in-the-uk. The June 2017 policy paper referenced above is at
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/safeguarding-the-position-of-eu-citizens-in-the-ukand-uk-nationals-in-the-eu. More information on Brexit is at
https://www.kingsleynapley.co.uk/services/specialist-group/brexit.
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New Publications and Items of Interest
The latest edition of the Global Business Immigration Practice Guide has been released by
LexisNexis. Dozens of members of the Alliance of Business Immigration Lawyers (ABIL) coauthored and edited the guide, which is a one-stop resource for dealing with questions related
to business immigration issues in immigration hotspots around the world.
The latest edition adds chapters on Malta and Romania. Other chapters cover Australia,
Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Costa Rica, the European Union, France, Germany, Ghana,
Hong Kong, India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Mexico, the Netherlands, Nigeria, Peru, Russia,
Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United
States.
Latchi Delchev, a global mobility and immigration specialist for Boeing, called the guide "firstrate" and said the key strong point of the book is its "outstanding usability." She said she highly
recommends the book and notes that it "is helpful even to seasoned professionals, as it
provides a level of detail which is not easily gained from daily case management."
Mireya Serra-Janer, head of European immigration for a multinational IT company, says she
particularly likes "the fact that the [guide] focuses not just on each country's immigration law
itself but also addresses related matters such as tax and social security issues." She noted that
the India chapter "is particularly good. The immigration regulations in India have always been
hard to understand. Having a clear explanation of the rules there helps us sort out many mobility
challenges."
Charles Gould, Director-General of the International Co-operative Alliance, said the guide is "an
invaluable resource for both legal practitioners and business professionals. The country-specific
chapters are comprehensive and answer the vast majority of questions that arise in immigration
practice. Its clear and easy-to-follow structure and format make it the one volume to keep close
at hand."
This comprehensive guide is designed to be used by:
•

Human resources professionals and in-house attorneys who need to instruct,
understand, and liaise with immigration lawyers licensed in other countries;

•

Business immigration attorneys who regularly work with multinational corporations and
their employees and HR professionals; and

•

Attorneys interested in expanding their practice to include global business immigration
services.

This publication provides:
•

An overview of the immigration law requirements and procedures for over 20 countries;

•

Practical information and tips for obtaining visas, work permits, resident status,
naturalization, and other nonimmigrant and immigrant pathways to conducting business,
investing, and working in those countries;

•

A general overview of the appropriate options for a particular employee; and

•

Information on how an employee can obtain and maintain authorization to work in a
target country.

Each chapter follows a similar format, making it easy to compare practices and procedures from
country to country. Useful links to additional resources and forms are included. Collected in this

Practice Guide, the expertise of ABIL's attorney members across the globe will serve as an ideal
starting point in your research into global business immigration issues.
An excerpt of the book is on the ABIL website at http://www.abil.com/global_practice_guide.cfm.
The list price is $431, but a 15% discount is available by visiting http://www.lexisnexis.com/abil
and entering discount code "ABIL16". Contact your Lexis/Nexis sales representative; call 1-800833-9844 (United States), 1-518-487-3385 (international); fax 1-518-487-3584.
ABIL on Twitter. The Alliance of Business Immigration Lawyers is available on Twitter:
@ABILImmigration. Recent ABIL member blogs are available at http://www.abilblog.com/.
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Member News
Barbara Jo Caruso (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-caruso.cfm?c=CA) spoke on
“Ethical Issues Coming to the Forefront” at the Ninth Annual Northern Border U.S.-Canada
Immigration Law Conference in New York on October 20, 2017.
Ms. Caruso spoke on "What's New in Immigration and Citizenship Law" at the 25th Annual Law
Society of Upper Canada Immigration Law Summit in Toronto, Ontario, on November 6, 2017.
Ms. Caruso is now chair of the Canadian Bar Association's National Immigration Law Section.
Aaron Hall, of the Joseph Law Firm, has authored a new blog entry. "Happy Thanksgiving" is
at http://www.immigrationissues.com/immigration-news/happy-thanksgiving.
Klasko Immigration Law Partners, LLP, has published a client alert, "What's Old Is New
Again," about the October 23, 2017, USCIS policy memorandum rescinding guidance on
deference to prior determinations in adjudication of petitions for extension of nonimmigrant
status. The alert is at http://www.klaskolaw.com/news/client-alert-whats-old-is-new-again/.
Andrew J. Zeltner, of Klasko Immigration Law Partners, LLP, has published a client alert,
"New Hope for International Entrepreneurs and the 'Start-Up' Visa," at http://bit.ly/2k06f7I.
William Stock, of Klasko Immigration Law Partners, LLP, has published a client alert,
"Supreme Court Allows September 24 Entry Restrictions To Go Into Effect," at
http://www.klaskolaw.com/news/client-alert-supreme-court-allows-travel-ban-to-go-into-effect/.
Robert Loughran (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-loughran.cfm) presented at the
Global Citizenship Seminar in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, on the current U.S. administration's
impact on immigration strategies available to Middle Eastern investors interested in relocating to
the United States.
Mr. Loughran was recently interviewed by Super Lawyers Magazine, "Lost in Translation," on
the abuse of "notaries" in submitting U.S. immigration applications and petitions and how
notaries take advantage of immigrant communities.
Mr. Loughran and Matthew Myers provided "Immigration Update Presentation Under the
Current U.S. Administration" at the monthly San Antonio Bar Association's International Law
Section luncheon. For more information on Foster activities, see
https://www.fosterglobal.com/about-us/attorney-activities/.

Mr. Loughran presented on October 25, 2017, at the Global Citizenship Seminar in Dubai,
United Arab Emirates, on the current U.S. administration's impact on immigration strategies
available to Middle Eastern investors interested in relocating to the United States.
Mr. Loughran was interviewed on October 24, 2017, on the abuses of "notarios" in submitting
U.S. immigration applications and petitions and how notarios take advantage of immigrant
communities in Super Lawyers Magazine, "Lost in Translation."
Mr. Loughran was interviewed on September 25, 2017, by National Public Radio affiliate KUT
on the impact of the latest travel ban on Austin's sizeable Iranian community.
Mr. Loughran was interviewed on ABC affiliate KVUE regarding the potential for immigration
relief for Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) beneficiaries now that the program has
been ended. See http://www.kvue.com/news/local/rallies-sprout-nationwide-as-daca-deadlinearrives/481154568.
Mr. Loughran and Angelo Paparelli (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-paparelli.cfm)
presented an ILW tele-seminar, "Immigration Alternatives to EB-5—Because It's Too Damn
Hard!". Among other issues, they discussed the means of obtaining third-country citizenship as
a route to certain U.S. investment-based nonimmigrant visas.
Cyrus Mehta (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-mehta.cfm) was interviewed by
FirstPost on November 12, 2017, in "For H-1B Workers, The Uncertainty Has Never Been
Worse." A video of the interview is at http://www.firstpost.com/world/for-h1b-workers-theuncertainty-has-never-been-worse-cyrus-mehta-4198595.html.
Mr. Mehta has authored "The NY Constitutional Convention Immigrants Need," published in the
New York Daily News on November 1, 2017. The article is at
http://www.nydailynews.com/opinion/n-y-constitutional-convention-immigrants-article1.3602471.
Mr. Mehta has authored several new blog entries. . "New York State Bar v. Avvo: Will the
Uberization of Immigration Law Practice Overcome Outdated Advertising Rules Governing
Lawyers?" is at http://bit.ly/2j77alV. "Making Sense of the Acquittal in Kate Steinle's Case: Why
Anti-Immigrant Rhetoric Equating Immigrants With Criminals Must Stop" is at
http://bit.ly/2kNwAsX. "Breakthrough in Matter of V-S-G- Inc.: AC21 Beneficiaries Given
Opportunity To Be Heard When I-140 Is Revoked" is at http://bit.ly/2ArJq46. "The Empire
Strikes Back—USCIS Rescinds Deference to Prior Approvals in Extension Requests" is at
http://blog.cyrusmehta.com/2017/10/the-empire-strikes-back-uscis-rescinds-deference-to-priorapprovals-in-extension-requests.html. "Stopping H-1B Carnage" is at
http://blog.cyrusmehta.com/2017/10/stopping-h-1b-carnage.html. "Musings On Our Asylum
System—After AG Sessions' Remarks on 'Dirty Immigration Lawyers' " is at
http://blog.cyrusmehta.com/2017/10/musings-on-our-asylum-system-after-attorney-generalsessions-calls-us-dirty-immigration-lawyers.html.
Mr. Mehta and Sophia Genovese co-authored a several new blog entries. "Matter of G- Inc.:
Clarifying the Role of the Function Manager Under the L-1A Visa" is at http://bit.ly/2Bgl3p3.
"Expanding the Rights of Immigrants by Voting 'Yes' for a New York Constitutional Convention"
is at http://bit.ly/2ACNzBD.
Cora-Ann V. Pestaina, of Cyrus D. Mehta & Partners PLLC, has authored a new blog entry.
"The Government’s ‘Nasty’ Treatment of Expert Opinions in Support of H-1B Visa Petitions" is at
http://blog.cyrusmehta.com/2017/11/the-governments-nasty-treatment-of-expert-opinions-insupport-of-h-1b-visa-petitions.html.

David Isaacson, of Cyrus D. Mehta & Partners PLLC, has authored a new blog entry. "From
Bad to Worse: Why We Should Not Let the Trump Administration’s Outrageous Immigration
Demands Make the SUCCEED Act Seem Like a Reasonable Alternative" is at
http://bit.ly/2ykWxms.
Angelo Paparelli (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-paparelli.cfm) has published a new
blog entry. "AB 450: California's Law of Unintended Immigration Consequences" is at
https://www.nationofimmigrators.com/california-immigration-law/ab-450-californias-law-ofunintended-immigration-consequences/.
Mr. Paparelli was quoted in "Big Takeaways From the New L-1 Visa Petition Data," published
by Law360. Highlighting the issue of approved petitions and their potential link to job creation in
the United States, he noted, "It might be important to know if a user of the L-1 program, whether
large or small, was able to create jobs for American workers. Then we would know what's really
happening. But as usual, this is the fodder for development of the meme around displacement
of U.S. workers." The article is available via registration at
https://www.law360.com/articles/976552/big-takeaways-from-the-new-l-1-visa-petition-data.
Mr. Paparelli was featured in a Q&A published by Reuters on October 30, 2017, on California's
new immigration law to restrict employer cooperation with federal authorities when they visit
workplaces. The article is at https://www.reuters.com/article/usa-employment-immigration/qaseyfarth-shaws-angelo-paparelli-on-californias-new-immigration-law-idUSL2N1N50G3.
Wolfsdorf Rosenthal LLP has published several new blog entries. "Why Are the January Visa
Numbers for the Regional Center Program Unavailable for January 2018? And What's In Store
for the Year of the Dog?" is at http://bit.ly/2BfASgU. "The U.S. Supreme Court Allows President
Trump's Most Recent Travel Ban To Take Effect" is at http://bit.ly/2jGxsfH. "How We Overturned
a Denial and Acquired an Immigrant Visa for a 24-Year-Old Derivative Child" is at
http://bit.ly/2A99wb7. "Marry a Prince, Become a Duchess, and Lose Your American
Citizenship? Could the Royal Wedding Create a Nationality Headache? Musings of an
Immigration Lawyer" is at http://bit.ly/2BuA1YA. "Beyond the EB-5 Visa Waiting Line: E-2 Visa
Options for Mainland-Chinese Entrepreneurs" is at http://bit.ly/2BejcRG. "5 Takeaways From
USCIS IPO’s November 2017 Stakeholders Meeting: New Challenges for the EB-5 Industry" is
at http://bit.ly/2AMcoLz. "A New Era in U.S. Immigration: 5 Things to Know" is at
http://bit.ly/2i9Cq3G. "5 Things I Learned From Charlie Oppenheim at the IIUSA 7th Annual EB-5
Industry Forum" is at http://bit.ly/2yWklA1. "Update on DV Lottery: Make Sure You Don't Miss
Your Opportunity" is at http://bit.ly/2gTfkkL. "4 Tips for EB-5 Principal Applicants with
Diminished Capacity, Such As Autism" is at http://bit.ly/2yLiZYX.
Stephen Yale-Loehr (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-loehr.cfm?c=US) co-authored
an article, "Ten Key Immigration Concepts for College & University Counsel," published on
September 28, 2017, in the National Association of College and University Attorneys' NACUA
Notes (Vol. 16, No. 1).
Mr. Yale-Loehr was interviewed by WRFI about his new immigration apps clinic at Cornell Law
School. The audio is available at https://www.wrfi.org/2017/12/05/theres-app-cornell-law-clinictackles-legal-resources-immigrants-technology-audio/.
Mr. Yale-Loehr was quoted in several publications recently:
•

FactCheck.org, in "Trump's Baseless Immigration Claim." President Trump recently
suggested that the diversity visa (DV) lottery involves other countries "tak[ing] their worst
and [putting] them in the bin." Mr. Yale-Loehr noted, "The diversity lottery is a true
lottery. There is no way a foreign government can game the lottery to offload the worst of
their citizenry. … The bottom line: President Trump’s statements about how the diversity

visa program works are false." Mr. Yale-Loehr also noted the "complicated and lengthy
process" a DV applicant must go through to be admitted. "Among other things, the
consular officer must make sure the individual is not 'inadmissible.' This means that the
person has not committed a crime, doesn't have a serious health problem, isn't a
terrorist, hasn't committed fraud, and hasn't overstayed in the U.S. before." The article is
at http://www.factcheck.org/2017/12/trumps-baseless-immigration-claim/.
•

National Law Journal, in "With SCOTUS Cloud Overhead, Appeals Courts Take Up
Travel Ban 3.0." Mr. Yale-Loehr said, “Given [Monday's] ruling, both the Fourth and the
Ninth Circuit are going to try to be extra careful in justifying however they come out. I
think [the] Supreme Court orders signal that the administration may well win at the
Supreme Court and that may influence, to a certain extent, how the Fourth and the Ninth
Circuit rule." He noted that the argument that the government has a justified reason for
the ban is stronger than before. "For that reason, although an objective person may
question how thorough the review is or whether it really matches up with what's going
on, given the very low standard of review, the Supreme Court may well say, it isn't
perfect but it's good enough." The article is available via subscription at
https://www.law.com/nationallawjournal/sites/nationallawjournal/2017/12/05/with-scotuscloud-overhead-appeals-courts-take-up-travel-ban-3-0/?slreturn=20171110191742.

•

Forbes, in "A Guide for Future Immigrant Entrepreneurs," at http://bit.ly/2B7Nyss.

More on the U.S. diversity visa lottery program:
•

New York Times: https://nyti.ms/2z54Djl ("A lottery is a crazy way to run an immigration
system. No other country selects immigrants based on a lottery.")

•

U.S. News and World Report: https://www.usnews.com/news/bestcountries/articles/2017-11-10/the-diversity-visa-lottery-could-affect-low-skilledimmigration

•

NBC News: http://bit.ly/2zFrjqE

•

NPR: https://www.npr.org/2017/11/03/561781175/uzbek-attackers-past-draws-attentionto-diversity-visa-lottery-program

On other news:
•

La Opinion (Spanish), about the Trump administration's efforts to accelerate
deportations. Mr. Yale-Loehr said, "Desde que este tipo de deportación se creó por ley
en 1996, nunca se ha implementado totalmente" ("Although this type of deportation
[expedited removal] was created in 1996, it never was implemented totally"):
http://bit.ly/2zNd5US

•

Univision (Spanish), about the Trump administration's plan to eliminate work permits for
spouses of H-1B temporary workers: http://bit.ly/2i95UlJ

•

The Independent (UK), on President Trump’s immigration enforcement one year after his
election: https://ind.pn/2AiXdbM

•

Time, on TPS termination for Nicaragua: http://time.com/5013380/trump-temporaryprotected-status-nicaragua/

•

Reason magazine, about President Trump’s assault on legal high-skilled immigration:
http://reason.com/archives/2017/10/30/trumps-assault-on-legal-high-skilled-imm

•

Politico.com, in "Federal Appeals Court Clears Way for Undocumented Teen To Get
Abortion." He noted, "This person was caught at the border and never formally made an
entry. People who just made it into the country and don't have any ties here, do they
have any constitutional rights? Do they have the full panoply? This is really the gray
area. Nobody has a clear answer." https://www.politico.com/story/2017/10/24/federalappeals-court-clears-way-for-undocumented-teen-to-get-abortion-244115.

•

In several publications regarding a recent report (http://bit.ly/2zZ9fYw) from the National
Foundation for America Policy on STEM OPT (optional practical training for students in
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics):
−

Forbes: https://www.forbes.com/sites/stuartanderson/2017/10/15/areinternational-students-next-on-the-menu/#6fa65b35e9f2

−

University World News:
http://www.universityworldnews.com/article.php?story=20171014060817300

−

PIE (Professionals in International Education) News:
https://thepienews.com/news/us-work-restrictions-harmful-to-economy/

•

fivethirtyeight.com, about two important immigration cases being argued this fall at the
Supreme Court. The article is at https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/gorsuch-coulddisappoint-conservatives-on-immigration/.

•

Bureau of National Affairs, "Will Work Program for Foreign Tech Students End?",
published by the Bureau of National Affairs. "I'm sure there would be a court battle" if the
administration rescinded the regulation, he said, adding that any argument that the 2016
regulation was somehow illegal "would be very dubious." https://www.bna.com/workprogram-foreign-n73014470707/.

Mr. Yale-Loehr spoke on a panel following a keynote address on "How Nation-States Enforce
Boundaries" on November 9, 2017, at the Annual Rhodes Symposium Conference,
"Criminalizing Immigrants: Border Controls, Enforcement, and Resistance," sponsored by the
Center for the Study of Inequality and the Cornell Population Center. The conference was held
at Cornell University on November 9-10.
Mr. Yale-Loehr (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-loehr.cfm?c=US) spoke on "Global
Entrepreneurs in Residence: Helping Immigrant Founders Create American Jobs" on October
24, 2017, at the Welcoming Economies (WE) Global Convening 2017. The Trump
Administration's pause of the proposed International Entrepreneurs Rule to allow an alternative
to the startup visa has given new emphasis to the Global Entrepreneurs in Residence (GEIR)
program to pair international entrepreneurs with universities to create local businesses and
entrepreneurship opportunities. This session included national experts, as well as the
experience of one WE Global member, on how these programs operate, what they bring to a
local entrepreneurial ecosystem, and what local communities should consider when
contemplating such an endeavor. For more information, see
https://weconvening2017a.sched.com/list/descriptions/?iframe=no&w=100%&sidebar=yes&bg=
no.
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About ABIL
The Alliance of Business Immigration Lawyers (ABIL) offers a single point of contact for
customer needs, news alerts, staff training, and other programs that benefit clients through the
collaboration of more than 400 member lawyers and their 1,000 staff. Corporate counsel,
human resource professionals, in-house immigration managers, and other corporate decisionmakers turn to ABIL lawyers for outstanding legal skills and services. ABIL's work also includes
providing speakers and media sources, presenting conferences, publishing books and articles
on cutting-edge immigration topics, and sharing best practices, all with the ultimate goal of
offering value-added services to business immigration clients.
The Alliance of Business Immigration Lawyers' website is at http://www.abil.com/.
Disclaimer/Reminder
This e-mail does not constitute direct legal advice and is for informational purposes only. The
information provided should never replace informed counsel when specific immigration-related
guidance is needed.
Copyright © 2017 Alliance of Business Immigration Lawyers. All rights reserved.
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